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                    PALISSANDRO WHITE 
MAXIMUM
                  
    
					
				  
                    
                      
The roots of the many thin streaks of this white texture lie in the memory of time.
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                    BRECCIA SARDA 
MAXIMUM
                  
    
					
				  
                    
                      
A warm and understated elegant texture, for exclusive and discreet spaces. Run through by thin, white and sinuous grains, Breccia Sarda Maximum is a refined and precious surface that represents a unique history.
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                    CAMOUFLAGE 
MAXIMUM
                  
    
					
				  
                    
                      
Sophistication, sobriety and pure elegance: Camouflage Maximum emerges from the background, transforming it. Its clear grains that at times fade into shaded areas, add depth to spaces, creating a balance of dark and light, arousing ever-new emotions.
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                    ALASKA WHITE 
MARBLE LAB
                  
    
					
				  
                    
                      
An immersion among the colours of matter: from white to ivory, brown to black, with occasional bronze-coloured metallic stains. The hues of Alaska White become part of a universal history: that of an exclusive texture that wants to emerge in the space.
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                    JATOBA BROWN 
MARBLE LAB
                  
    
					
				  
                    
                      
A journey into matter, broken by traces of light. Jatoba Brown is a sophisticated surface, with a dark brown background, crossed by paler grains with warm ferrous hues. A reference to the golden reflections of wood that light up the texture and make it precious. 
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BALANCE is the new surface project that presents a stylistic idea of balance and harmony. A solid color series inspired by blends of clayey minerals.
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    Marble effect
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        Floor & Wall Slabs Marble Effect

        The solidity of tradition, with classic, timeless surfaces to bring the history of an eternal material into the future.

The charm of marble and granite, in contemporary architecture: marble effect Porcelain Slabss with high-tech properties.
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        Floor & Wall Slabs Stone Effect

        A high impact material; the natural feel of the most precious quarried stones.
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    Resin/concrete effect
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        Floor & Wall Slabs Resin / Concrete Effect

        A material with plenty of character, of metropolitan inspiration, for a cutting-edge look .
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Which is the right material for your project?

Find your floor or wall covering by browsing our collections by effect, finish or colour.
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	Finish
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					  						Granite Effect

					  						Stone Effect

					  						Wood Effect
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				                      Bright

				                      Honed

				                      Matt

				                      Polished

				                      Pre-polished

				                      Satin

				                      Slate

				                      Soft
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											Grey

											Light Blue
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											White

											Yellow

					
                  

                

            

        

    

  

  




			
		    
          
            
            
  
    
      News

        2023-09-25

        Light, permeability, comfort and beauty: the restyled FAB Fiandre Architectural Bureau showroom in Castellarano, designed by Area 17

        A space to explore, for an engaging experience, where the founding values and identity of Fiandre Architectural Surfaces come to the fore. 

      

      
        Read more
      

  

  
    
     News

        2023-09-25

        For Cersaie, Iris Ceramica Group has developed the concept “The Art of Being a Group”, brought to the various brands’ showrooms through some artistic installations

         “The Art of Being a Group” is the concept proposed by Iris Ceramica Group for Cersaie 2023, developed through a display that is both poetic and concrete: a contemporary art gallery to explore, observe, touch, arrange and rearrange.
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      GranitiFiandre S.p.A.

        Via Radici Nord, 112 - 42014 Castellarano (Reggio Emilia) - Italy

        Tel: 0536 819611 
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